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BaPb 1 (BPB), the solid'solution of Perovskite-type- XBix03 
oxides BaPb0 3 and BaBi0 3 /tI, beLonges' to the same group as 
the new high-temperature metallic oxidic superconductors. 
Today it is obsolete to say about,"exotic" superconductivi
ty/27 in this material. Nevertheless, the main properties of 
BPB, namely relatively high-temperature superconductivity in 
the composition range 0.05~ x s 0.3 (Tc - 13K at x - 0.25) as 
well as a metal-semiconductor transition at x -0.35 are not 
explained yet. In the very recent paper 131 the authors claim 
that neither this·value Tc nor the normal state properties 
of BPB have been understood on the basis of a band mod~l plus 
an electron-phonon interaction. Rice and Sneddon have própo
sed interesting charge disproportionation model / 21 ~ It is 
suggested that when x becomes small the k-space (BCS) pairing 
occurs instead of thé real space pairing. This ionic model 
also presumed the distortions of the breathing-type which 
would discriminate neighbouring Bi sites (Pb si~es) and lead 
to a charge disproportionation into Bi~ -Bi5 + ionic states. 
In paper 141 the qualitative arguments have been given why the 
breathing mode cannot contribute to the electron-phonon coup
ling cons t an t À because the Fermi surface for x <0.35 is not 
large enoueh to allow the wave vector of the breathing mode 
to connect any pair of points on the Fermi surface. It seems 
likely that the neutron 151 as well as optical /al experimen
tal studies. do not confirm the disproportionation modelo The 
optical dat a 161 contradict the Mattheiss-Hamann band calcula
tions carried out for BPB. The situation is ambiguous also 
due to recent APW band structure calculations performed for 

in /71 BPB where the Mattheiss-Haman~ results have been cri ti
cized t oo , The most recent attempts 8,91 to reinforce the 
Rice-Sheddon model / 21 ,have not been ·successful 171 . Another 
very speculative approach to explain.the metal-semiconductor 
transition in BPB has been proposed in paper / 101 , however, 
without considering the superconducting properties. Thus at 
present the situation is rather obscure. 

The aim of the present paper is to gevelop a self-consis
tent microscopic theory of the superconductivity in BPB alloy 
series with a proper explicit treatment of the electron-pho
non and Coulomb interactions within a relatively simple and 
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realistic disordered binary alloy modelo Let us assume that 
the solid solution BaPb1_ Bix03 is, in certain sense, thex 
disordered binary substitution alloy At-xB x, where the octa
hedron Pb06(PbO s) is assigned to the A atom ("pseudoatom"); 
and BiOa (BiOs ) , to the Batom. Let us write the total Hamil
tonian of our model for a given configuration of atoms in an 
alloy as 

H = He + He- i + Hi . 

The ~i~st term is the electronic part of the Hamiltonian gi
ven by 

H = I l. n. + 1/2 I U. n. n. + ~' 
+ (1)

e "1 'lO' " 1 Ia 1- (7 t ij a íO' a j O'"
 
ia iO' ijO'
 

Here niO' = a 1O' aia and a 1a(a ia ) creates (annihilates) the con
duction electron in Wannier state I i> with spin (J. The t ij 

are the intersite hopping rnatrix elernents and li and Ui are 
the random "energy leveIs" and intrasite Coulomb integral, 
respectively. These random quantities taking on the values 
lA' lB and UA ,UB depending on the type of atoms occupying 
site i. The electron-phonon interaction Hamiltonian is writ 
ten (see /11/ for definitions) 

a a a +H _ I I (2)e i T i] (u i - U j ) a iO' a ja
 
ij aO'
 

Here u~ is the a-th component, of the displacement of an ion 
at the i-th site. The last part of the Hamiltonian repre
sents the ion subsystem and in the harmonie approximation we 
use here is given by 

2 
P 

n a a{3 (3H i I + 1/2 I I. Un <V nm Um' 
n 2M (3)

n nm a{3 

. I ,jf,u{3.. 1 d ' The dynam~ca matr~x ~nm 1S 1n genera a ran om quant~ty to~o 

In this paper we assume for simplieity that the spin effects 
+play no role, and hence <aiO' a ia? :::: n í • , 

The relatively high trahsition temperature of BPB makes . 
one thlnk that a strong coupling theory of superconductivity 
is useful for such a case. Eliashherg's theory gives an integ
ral equation whose solution yields Tc• It enables us to, 
investigate the electronic and lattice properties of the sys
tem in both the normal and superconducting states. The micro

... 

scopic self-consistent thebry' for strong coupling, supereon
ductivity in disordered transition metal alloys has been de~ 

veloped in paper/12/. The eonfigurational averaging proeedure 
in /12/ has been performed in the eoherent potential approxi
mation (CPA). Using this theory for the present disordered 
binary alloy model of BPB we can write down the analytical 
expressions for the explicit concentration dependence of the 
electron-phonon coupling constant 
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À(x) = L t ~ {xj{A(Er)DA [xj{A(E ) + ':4 (l-x)j{B(E r)] +ra a 

(4) 

+ (1- x) j{ B(E r) D~ [(1- x) j{ B( E r) + ~ x j{'A( E r ) ] }l j{( E r) 

and the Coulomb pseudopotent~al 

'h . W -1
 
/l J\( E rYUef,r[ 1 + TI (E r) UeCC In T ] (5)
 

I~ the above fonnulae TI A , j{B , j{ mean the partial and 
total densities of states on the Fermi leveI Ef,8 is of the 
ord~r of the Debye temperature of an alloy, w is the alloy 
band width, t is the averaged nearest neighbour hopping ip
tegral, ais' the distance between ne í ghbour í.ng atoms and D~ is 

-a 2 Im Df (eu + h) 
Di = - - J deu ------- = A,B. 

17 eu 

Here DA(B)(eu) means eonditionally averaged phonon Green fune
tion/1~' . Contrary to the theory which has been developed in 
paper/ 13/ , in our self-consistent approach the electron-pho
non and Coulomb interaetions have been taken into aceount 
explicitly. The Yoshioka-Fukuyama attractive Hubbard interac
tion/ 13/ does not constitute a truly correet starting point 
for a theory of superconductivity in BPB. The true interac
tion between electrons, that leads to the Cooper-pair insta
bili~y, is the real electron-phonon interaetion whieh in the 
strong eoupling theory is represented by a complex, frequency
dependent Eliashberg interaction. The attempts to mimic this 
interaetion by an at~ractive Hubbard interaction may be reaso-' 
nable, if any, for the weak-coupling (BCS) case. 

In alI the numerical estimations to follow, expression (4) 
for À has been used in conjunction with famous formulae for 
Te of the strong-coupling theories/ 14/ . The typical values of 
the parameters we use here are: the Debye temperature e -170 7 . 
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+200K; the density of states jt(E r ) -0.1 eV-l; the site energy, 
difference 80 = r A- f B o: O. 1+ 0.9 eV; the bandwid th w - 4 eV and 
the Coulomb pseu,dopotential fl (x ~ 0.25) - O. 11+0. 12. Before 
proceeding, it should be mentioned that the Eliashberg strong 
coupling theory introduces the very important,. electron-pho
non spectral function. The meaning of the electron-phonon spec
traI function is that i t counts at fixed frequency {1 , how ma-: 
ny phónons with w(q) = a are there, and weights each p~onon 

by the s trength and number of elec tron transi tions from k to 
k + q across the Fermi surface which this phonon can partici 
pate in. It is' rather crude approximation to ignore the whole 
phonon spectrum and consider Ot:lly a single "relevant" or "vi
tal" phonon mode which seems to provide an essenti.al contribu
tion to the superconductivity. Nonetheless, in the light of 
paper / 151 the single-rnode strong-coupling theory seems to be 
quite workable. The reason why Sbch a theory can work for BPB 
is that the system has an unusually high transition temperatu
re and that it indicates that the optical phonon contributions 
to À lead to such a substant~ally increasing Tc• At present 
it is unc~ear which phonon mode definitely plays a vital' role. 
Furthermore, we have no definite experimental inforrnation on 
crystal structure yet / 161 • It ,is thus theoretically logical 
to fit the relevant frequency. The suitable candidates are: 
1) the so-called "tilting" mode attributed to rotational vibt;'a
tion of the oxygen octahedra; 2) modes which are connected 
wi.th ferroelectric displacements of Pb, Bi atoms; 3) breathing 
mode displacements of O atoms. The comparison of the theory 
with experiments is made difficult by the fact that the neut
ron 1171 and optical /e. 101 experiments give contradictory re
sults. Thus, there seems to be a severe contradictio~ between 
the estimations. of "vital" phonon mode in literature/ 2•4•7 -10.13.18.191 

in the temperature range 6o+600K. In the approach used in the 
present paper, on intuitive grounds we can suppose that the 
relevant phonon mode 

Im O(w + ir) - <1 (w - n ) 

must'be about a Debye frequency n ~ 150+250K. The figur~ 

shows the results of numerical calculations. The solid line 
is calculated Tc versus concentration ~ and the dashed line 
is the calculated'electron-phonon coupling parameter. It is 
worth emphasizing that the calculations were done for x ~0.25. 
For x~0.25 there are reasons to believe the Coulomb interac
tion rapidly increaseso Such an increasing roost likely leads 
to the appearance of the Mott-Hubbard gap and drastic increa
sing of the Coulomb pseudopotential fl • Thus, the superconduc
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tivity in this region rapid~y 

disappears. This kind of beha
viour need a more refined t heo
ry beyond the Hartre~-Fock ap
proximation for the Coulomb 
termo , 

In summary, the qualitative 
and partly quantitative micro
scopic the~ry of the $trong
coupling superconductivity in 
BPB has been presented. The. 
analysis is based on a Ha~il~o
niao explicitly exhibiting 
short-range Coulomb repulsion 
and electron-phonon interact
ion. It should be exphasized 
that this theory is far from 
exact. The literal application 
of this theory to BPB can be 
questioned on many grounds. 
Nonetheless,the relatively 
simple description of the su

perconductivity in BPB suggests that a useful physical model 
has been overlooked. If the present analysis is reasonable it 
means that the etectron-phonon pairing mechanism is quite re
liable for BPB. This brings up the question of searching for 
an isotopic effect in supercondu~ting BPB, because one of the 
most suggestive tests for electron-phonon coupling in conven
tional superconductors is the isotope effect. Taking into ac
count the negative result of searching for the isotope effect 
in Y-Ba-Cu-O sys'tem / rol it will be very interesting to compa
re the situation for a more simple but very similar BPB sys
tem. I I . 

Next we mention the paper ~ where the determination of 
valence of Cu in superconducting La2-x (Sr,Ba)xCu04 system 
has been done. The results indicate the coexistence of Cu 11 
and Cu lI! states in these compounds. This kind of beh~viour 

would be more likely described in the framework of the pre
sent or modified 131 binary alloy modelo 

I And lastly, before finishing it is necessary to make a re
mark concerning the interpretation of the normal state resis
tance of the BPB. Many years ago Fisk and Lawson 122/ sugges'f	 ted that the temperature dependence of the nomml state elect
rical resistivity could be used to categorize many compounds 
and elements with respect to théir superconductivity. They 
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pointed out that most superconductors with great resistance 
ratio have the positive temperature coefficient of resistivi
ty dR/dT> O. Exceptions occur when the scattering is domina
ted by impurity of -vacanc i.es . In this cases dR/dT < O and 
NbNo.9- exemplifies this behaviour. The p roper vtr eatment; of 
the electron-phonon scattering and strong potential scatter
ing in the binary alloy model we use here leads to the conolu
sion that in the system with the strong disorder the tempera
ture coefficient of resistivity is negative/2W • Hopefully, 
the insights derived from such a study /23/ can be extended ~ 
with minor modifications to BPB system. Clearly, more' work 
is required for both theory and experiment ou this questiono 
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Ky3eMcKHft A.n. El7-87-593 
Mogenb HeyrropHgoqeHHoro OHHapHoro crrnaea 
gnH OKClfAHOro CBepxrrpOBOAHHKa Ba(Pb,Bi)OJ 

llnH OITHCaHHH MeTannOOKClfAHOH CBepxrrpOBOAH~eft KepaMHKH 
Ba(Pb,Bi)OJ rrpegno~eHa Mogenb 6HHapHoro crrnaBa A1_xBx 
C yqeTOM CHnbHOH CBR3H 3neKTPOHOB H ~OHOHOB, B paMKaX Te
OpHH CHnbHOH CBR3H 3nHam6epra, o6o6~eHHOH gnR cnyqaR 
crrnaBa, HaftgeHa 3aBHCHMOCTb OT KOHQeHTpaQHH X rrapaMeTpa 
3neKTpoH-~OHOHHoro B3aHMOgeftcTBHR A(x) H KpHTlfqeCKoft 
TeMrrepaTypbJ Tc (x). 

Pa6oTa BbJITOnHeHa B ITa6opaTopHH TeopeTHqecKOH ~H3HKH 
OIDUI. 

TipenpHHT 06'be.z:tHHeHHOrO HHCTHTyra ll,llepHbiX HCCJie,llOBaHHH . .lJ:y6Ha 1987 

Kuzemsky A.L. 
Disordered Binary Alloy Model for Oxidic 
Superconductor Ba(Pb, Bi)03 

El7-87-593 

The disordered binary substitutional alloy A1 _xBx mo
del has been proposed for the description of the normal 
and superconducting properties of Ba(Pb,Bi)OJ supercon
ducting metallic oxidic compound. The equations for 
strong coupling superconductivity in disordered alloys 
have been used. The relevant configurational averaging 
has been performed in the framework of CPA. The concen
tration dependence of electron-phonon coupling constant 
A(x) and transition temperature Tc(x) has been calculated 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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